
CONTINGENCY PLAN
APPENDIX / FORM #6

A contingency plan outlines a course of action to be followed if a preferred plan fails or an existing situation changes.

NOTE: An Incident Report (Appendix / Form #12) is to be filed within 7 days of enacting a Contingency Plan.
Early termination or delay of excursion due to a change in weather 
(basic outline of alternative actions and arrangements for students in the event of inclement weather).

Early termination or delay of excursion due to behavior 
(basic outline of arrangements and costs to parents for early termination due to behavior).

Early termination or delay of excursion due to medical reasons 
(basic outline of alternative actions and arrangements for students in the event of a medical emergency).

Other
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	1: In the event of early termination due to extreme wet or cold weather we would pack up camp and depart. If we did not necessarily need to leave right away we would wait to see if the weather would change.
	2: The parent would need to drive to the Takhini River campground or Mendenhall Landing to pick up their child if their behaviour warranted dismissal from the trip. If child picked up at Mendenhall, chaperones would have to be driven to the Takhini River campground with their canoe to go back to the group on the river.  There would be no other cost.  Student and parent would be meeting with administration team upon return to Whitehorse.  Plan of action would be discuss upon group return with instructor and administration team.  It will involve dismissal from the FACES program.
	3: Administer first aid as required. Call local emergency medical services if evacuation is required. The student in need of medical attention would be taken to the take out at Mendenhall and then the hospital. If our student to teacher ration fell below standard overnight due to a chaperone taking the injured student to the hospital then the entire trip would pack up and the trip would be adjourned.  If severe injury or illness requires evacuation from trip, transport student to the nearest road access for vehicle support or a helicopter landing area for air transport. Group remains at area until help arrives. Once emergency medical plan activated, one group leader will contact the school administration and the ill/ injured students’ parents/ guardians. Once evacuation has been carried out, situation will be assessed and, if appropriate, group will continue with activities.
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